Improved delivery of doxorubicin by altering the tumor microenvironment using ultrasound combined with microbubbles and chemotherapy
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Summary

Purpose: To determine whether low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (US) using microbubbles (MB) can temporarily promote regional blood flow in the tumor and increase the delivery of doxorubicin (ad).

Methods: We randomly divided 66 tumor-bearing rabbits into 6 groups (n=11/group). The 6 groups were as follows: doxorubicin and ultrasound combined with microbubble treatment group (Ad-US-MB treatment group), US-MB treatment group, US treatment group, MB treatment group, doxorubicin treatment group (Ad-treatment group), and control group. The animals were intravenously injected with doxorubicin hydrochloride; next, the tumors in the Ad-US-MB treatment group were subjected to low-intensity ultrasound with microbubbles for 10 min. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging of tumor tissues was performed before and after the intervention. Next, we randomly selected 8 rabbits/group, which were euthanized immediately after treatment. The remaining rabbits were reared and underwent the intervention every 7 days.

Results: Tumor perfusion increased immediately in the Ad-US-MB treatment group (p<0.01). Unlike the Ad treatment group, the Ad-US-MB treatment group showed high levels of doxorubicin in the tumor samples (p<0.05). Immunofluorescent staining showed high levels of doxorubicin mainly around the blood vessels; in addition, doxorubicin was observed in other areas in the Ad-US-MB treatment group. Inhibition of tumor growth was observed in the Ad-US-MB treatment group.

Conclusions: Low-intensity ultrasound combined with microbubbles and chemotherapy can alter the tumor microenvironment and temporarily increase the regional blood flow to the tumor.
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Introduction

Cancer is considered as a major public health issue because it may affect various tissues and organs of the body and continues to pose challenges for treatment. To date, cancer treatment mainly includes surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. However, radiotherapy cannot be used to treat all types of cancer. The development of gene therapies and different kinds of supportive therapies has established chemotherapy as a promising alternative method for targeting tumors.

The success of chemotherapy depends on targeted delivery to the cancer tissue. Targeted delivery of a chemotherapeutic agent depends on several factors governing the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [1], namely, regional blood flow to the tumor, permeability of
the tumor vasculature, structural barriers imposed by the perivascular tumor cells and extracellular matrix, and intratumoral pressure. Previous studies [2-9] have shown that the tumor microvasculature is abnormal and lacks the conventional hierarchy of blood vessels. In addition to vascular heterogeneity, tumor blood vessels have structural abnormalities. The endothelial surface of the blood vessels of the tumor is fenestrated with gaps between the endothelial cells with no or abnormal basement membrane and few or poorly adherent pericytes. Therefore, chemotherapeutic drugs with long circulation times preferentially leak into the tumor tissue through the leaky tumor vasculature, and thus are retained in the tumor bed because of reduced lymphatic drainage. A decrease in the lymphatic drainage and mechanical compression of downstream blood vessels due to tumor cell proliferation increases the level of interstitial fluids in the tumor. Furthermore, blood perfusion in the tumor tissue is significantly lower than that in the surrounding normal tissue owing to the leakiness and/or compression of the blood vessels of the tumor. Impaired perfusion reduces oxygen supply and results in a hypoxic microenvironment. Hypoxia promotes the proliferation of tumor cells, cells of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and different types of stromal cells, and thus increases the pressure on the blood and lymphatic vessels. Consequently, blood flow to the tumor is impaired, lymphatic drainage is reduced and the interstitial pressure in the tumor is increased. High interstitial pressure inhibits the accumulation of drugs in the tumor. Therefore, restoring the microenvironment and blood vessels of the tumor is an efficient strategy for chemotherapeutic drug delivery.

We aimed to increase the delivery of the chemotherapeutic drug by altering the tumor microenvironment and temporarily increasing the regional blood flow to the tumor. Vascular effects induced by low-intensity pulsed ultrasound combined with microbubbles can significantly increase the tumor blood perfusion (Figure 1). Some authors [11] suggest that ultrasound-microbubble (US-MB) interactions temporarily stimulate neovascularization in the gracilis muscle of rats as an inflammatory reaction. Activation by low-intensity ultrasound-microbubble (US-MB) interactions triggers the inflammatory reaction. Low-intensity ultrasound irradiation significantly improved limb perfusion and revascularization in animal models with limb ischemia. Under certain conditions, ultrasonic MB destruction creates arteriogenesis and angiogenesis in skeletal muscles. In skeletal muscles affected by arterial occlusion, arteriogenesis and hyperemia can be significantly enhanced by ultrasonic MB destruction [10-13].

Methods

The study was approved by the Animal Research Committee of the Guangzhou First Municipal People’s Hospital and was conducted in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Animal model

Healthy New Zealand white rabbits of 2.5 kg were obtained from the experimental center in Guangdong, China. All the rabbits were reared at temperatures of 24–26°C and humidity of 45-55%. Before inoculation, all the rabbits were reared in the environment for at least 7 days.

The VX2 tumor tissue suspension was obtained from the cell bank of Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, China). The tumor tissues were chopped into small chunks (1 mm³) using Ophthalmic scissors and placed in a culture dish with normal saline solution. The suspension was subcutaneously injected in the superficial muscle of the left hind limb of anesthetized rabbits. The experiment was performed 7 days after tumor implantation when a tumor diameter of approximately 10 mm was achieved.

Experimental procedures

We randomly divided the 66 tumor-bearing rabbits into 6 groups (n = 11/group). The 6 groups were as follows: doxorubicin therapy together with ultrasound combined with microbubble treatment group (Ad-US-MB treatment group), US-MB treatment group, US treat-
ment group, MB treatment group, doxorubicin treatment group (Ad-treatment group), and control group. All the study animals were anesthetized by intramuscular injection of xylazine hydrochloride (0.15 mL/kg, Shengda Animal Pharmaceutics Co., Ltd., Xinchun Lane 1, Dajiang St., Dunhua, Jilin, China) and 2% pentobarbital sodium (20 mg/kg, No.69, the 2nd St., Huangjing building, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, China). Subsequently, all groups were established with intravenous access and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) was performed.

Animals in the Ad-US-MB treatment group were intravenously injected with doxorubicin hydrochloride at a concentration of 2 mg/mL at a dose of 6 mg/kg [14-16] (Wanle pharmaceutical building, Shenzhen national Biomedicine industry Base, Lanzhu Road, Pingshan Dist., Shenzhen, China). Next, the tumor was subjected to low-intensity ultrasound irradiation and microbubbles at a dosage of 0.1 mL/kg (Department of Ultrasound, Xinqiao Hospital Affiliated to Third Military Medical University, Chongqing, China) for 10 min for temporarily increasing the permeability of the blood-tumor barrier. Animals in the US-MB treatment group were intravenously injected with the same volume of saline solution as that of the doxorubicin solution, and then the tumor was subjected to low-intensity ultrasound irradiation and microbubbles for 10 min. Animals in the US treatment group were intravenously injected with the same volume of saline solution, and then the tumor was subjected to low-intensity ultrasound irradiation for 10 min. Animals in the MB treatment group were intravenously injected with the same volume of saline solution followed by an intravenous injection with the same volume of microbubbles. The tumor of the animals in this group was subjected to sham ultrasound irradiation for 10 min. Animals in the Ad treatment group were intravenously injected with doxorubicin hydrochloride, and then were intravenously injected with the same volume of saline solution; the tumor of the animals in this group was subjected to sham ultrasound irradiation for 10 min.

CEUS was performed in all groups and the peak intensity was analyzed. We randomly selected 8 rabbits/group, which were euthanized immediately after treatment. The tumor tissue was divided into two equal parts. One part of the tumor tissue was randomly selected to determine the concentration of doxorubicin using fluorometric analysis. The other tissue sample was subjected to hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and immunofluorescence staining. The remaining rabbits were reared for 28 days after the first intervention and were administered the respective interventions every 7 days. The growth of the rabbits was monitored using the ultrasound system operating in B-mode.

**B-mode and CEUS perfusion imaging**

CEUS is a non-invasive and reliable imaging method for determining tumor perfusion [17]. Ultrasound imaging in the B-mode and CEUS imaging were performed using an ultrasound system with an L12-5 transducer of the Philips IU22 (Royal Dutch Philips Electronics Ltd., Amsterdam, Netherlands). Lipid-shelled perfluoropropane microbubbles were prepared using the high-speed shearing method. The rabbits were anesthetized and placed in ventral recumbency. An initial B-mode imaging was performed at a mechanical index of 0.07. After the intravenous injection of microbubbles at a dose of 0.01 mL/kg in the ear vein of rabbits, CEUS perfusion imaging was performed with contrast pulse sequencing at a centerline frequency of 12 MHz and a mechanical index of 0.08. A time-intensity curve of contrast signals was then plotted and the peak intensity value was used for comparisons.

Tumor volume was assessed every 7 days for 28 days using B-mode ultrasound imaging at a mechanical index of 0.08. In each of the B-mode images, the length (L) and width (W) of the tumor were measured. Tumor volume (V) was then calculated as follows: \( V = \frac{\pi \times (L \times W^2)}{6} \) [18].

**Low-intensity ultrasound treatment**

Treatment was performed using a pulsed-ultrasound device with a KHT-017 transducer (DCT-700; Shenzhen Well. D Medical Electronic, Shenzhen, China). To maintain a distance of 2 cm between the transducer and the skin overlying the tumor, the transducer was fixed on a steel stand with a scale. Subsequently, ultrasound coupling gel was applied to the skin. To avoid the interference of microbubbles in the CEUS, treatment was commenced 15 min after the first CEUS and lasted for about 10 min [19]. The US-MB treatment was applied to the tumor after intravenous injection of microbubbles at a dose of 0.1 mL/kg. The transducer was operated at a frequency of 1 MHz, acoustic pressure of 1 Mpa, the pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz, and a duty cycle of 0.2%. The treatment was performed using an intermittent mode of 9 s on and 3 s off for 10 min.

**H&E staining**

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded serial sections of the tumor tissue were used for H&E staining to assess the therapeutic effect in each group. We randomly selected 10 fields of vision using an optical microscope (Axio Scope A1, ZEISS, Oberkochen, Germany). We performed optical microscopy at high power to observe the changes in tumor cells and tumor microvessels.

**Fluorometric analysis**

We used the 960MC fluorescence spectrophotometer to detect the concentration of doxorubicin in tumor tissues using silver nitrate (AgNO3) spectrofluorimetry [20]. The frozen tissues were weighed and homogenized in a blender (5 min) with 1 mL double distilled water. We added 1 mL of the tissue sample to tubes containing 0.2 mL 53% AgNO3 and the tubes were shaken vigorously for 10 min at 4°C. Then, we added 4 mL pre-cooling isooamyl alcohol to the tube. The suspension was centrifuged at 4500 r/min for 15 min. The precipitate was removed, and the clear supernatant was used to determine fluorescence intensity. Excitation wavelength and emission wavelength were set at 490 and 560 nm. The concentration of doxorubicin was determined by drawing a standard curve.
Immunofluorescence staining

Doxorubicin autofluorescence was detected using a Nikon Eclipse C1 fluorescence microscope with a 100 W HBO mercury light source equipped with a 510 to 560 nm excitation and a 590-nm emission filter set. Tissue sections were imaged with a Nikon DS-U3 image-forming system. Blood vessels in tissue sections were recognized by the expression of CD31 on endothelial cells. Subsequent to imaging of doxorubicin, tissue sections were fixed in paraformaldehyde for 10 min. Then, the sections were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and blocked with a protein-blocking reagent (BSA) for 30 min to prevent non-specific antibody binding. The sections were stained with a rat anti-CD31 (1/300) antibody cocktail for 12 h in a humidified chamber (antibody dilutions indicated in parentheses). Further, the sections were washed in PBS and stained with a Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rat IgG secondary antibody (1/200) for 50 min to recognize the rat anti-CD31 antibody. Sections were washed in PBS and were incubated with the 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) dye in the dark at room temperature for 10 min. Then, the sections were washed in PBS and air-dried for fluorescent imaging. Tissue sections were re-imaged according to the same method used to capture doxorubicin fluorescence. The fluorescence of blood vessels was green, that of tumor cell nuclei blue and that of doxorubicin red [15,16].

Statistics

Multiple comparisons were performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Bonferroni correction. The paired samples t-test was used to compare differences before and after treatment in each group. Comparisons of tumor volume between two groups were performed using repeated measures ANOVA. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation and p<0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS20.0 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL).

Table 1. The peak intensity of CEUS perfusion imaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Trt before</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Trt after</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Trt diff</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P for inner group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad-US-MB</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US-MB</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.06</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>17.42</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>-1.69</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad</td>
<td>14.79</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P for group</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For abbreviations see text.
Results

The effects of various treatments on tumor perfusion

Tumor perfusion increased immediately after treatment in the Ad-US-MB treatment group (p<0.01; Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1). Tumor perfusion did not change significantly in the remaining treatment groups. H&E staining showed disruption of the tumor microvessels immediately after treatment in the Ad-US-MB treatment group. The degree of microvessel injury was mild, as evidenced by vasodilation, congestion, and hemorrhage (Figure 4).

H&E staining

The US, MB and control groups showed similar H&E staining results. Irregular nests were observed in the tumor tissue. We observed tumor cells in different stages of proliferation; the tumor cells were in the nest configuration, were densely arranged, and their large nuclei were stained. No obvious injury to the blood vessel wall was observed, and red blood cells (RBCs) were present within the lumen. Focal necrosis of tumor cells was observed in the Ad group and US-MB group. The US-MB group showed congestion and expansion of blood vessels, the shape of the vessel was round or oval, the structure of the vessel wall was discontinuous and leakage of RBCs was observed. The US-MB-Ad group showed results similar to those observed in the US-MB group (Figure 4).

The concentration and distribution of doxorubicin

We investigated the mechanisms underlying the effect of ultrasound combined with microbubbles on the accumulation of doxorubicin. Compared to the Ad group, the Ad-US-MB group showed increased tissue accumulation of doxorubicin (p<0.05; Table 2 and Figure 5). The relationship between the fluorescence of blood vessels, doxorubicin, and tumor cells is shown in Figure 6. The fluorescence of blood vessels was green, that of tumor cell nuclei blue, and that of doxorubicin red (Figure 6). The tumors showed heterogeneous vascularization. High concentrations of doxorubicin were observed around the tumor microvessels in the US-MB group, and lower concentrations were observed farther away from the tumor microvessels. H&E staining showed mild disruption of the tumor microvessels immediately after treatment in the Ad-US-MB group. The degree of microvessel injury was mild, as evidenced by vasodilation, congestion, and hemorrhage (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. H&E staining](image-url)
bicin were observed mainly around the blood vessels; in addition, doxorubicin was observed at the edge of tumor margins in the Ad-US-MB treatment group (Figure 6A). Relatively low concentrations of doxorubicin were observed around the blood vessels in the Ad treatment group whereas avascular and adjacent regions of the tumor did not contain detectable levels of doxorubicin. In addition, a small number of blood vessels did not contain any doxorubicin (Figure 6B). Therefore, our results indicated that ultrasound combined with microbubble therapy increases the vascular permeability of particles into the tumor interstitium.

**Sensitivity of tumors to various treatments**

The growth of tumors in all treatment groups is shown in Figure 7. A delay in tumor growth is expressed as the treatment duration in the Ad-US-MB and Ad treatment groups compared to that in the other groups. An increase in the duration of treatment significantly decreased the volume in the tumor in the Ad-US-MB and Ad treatment groups. The tumor volume of the Ad-US-MB treatment group was lower than that in the Ad treatment group 24 days after treatment.

**Discussion**

Tumor growth and progression produce solid stress. This stress compresses the blood and lymphatic vessels, reducing the perfusion rates and creating hypoxia. Solid and fluid stress constitute the physical force exerted by the tumor [3,4]. Solid stress, the mechanical forces exerted by non-fluid components of the tumor, increases with an increase in the proliferation of tumor cells and strains the tumor microenvironment thus deforming the surrounding normal tissue. The solid stress that remains in the tissue after it is excised and external loads are removed is referred to as growth-induced or residual stress. Solid stresses affect the tumor pathophysiology in at least two ways: directly by compressing the cancer and stromal cells and indirectly by deforming the blood and lymphatic vessels. Cell compression alters gene expression, cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasiveness, stromal cell function, ECM synthesis and organization. Blood and lymphatic vessel compression reduces the delivery of oxygen, nutrients, and drugs, creating a hypoxic and acidic microenvironment.

![Table 2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>The concentration of Ad (mean±SD)</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad-US-MB</td>
<td>0.68±0.000</td>
<td>-1.995</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad</td>
<td>0.42±0.357</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For abbreviations see text.

![Figure 5.](image)

**Figure 5.** The concentration of Ad in the two groups (mean±SD).

![Figure 6.](image)

**Figure 6.** Immunofluorescence staining shows the relationship between tumor blood vessels, doxorubicin and tumor cells. Blood vessels were indicated as green, tumor cell nuclei were indicated as blue, whereas doxorubicin autofluoresced red. High concentrations of doxorubicin were observed mainly around blood vessels, and were even discovered at the edge of tumor margins in the Ad-US-MB treatment group (A), while relatively low concentrations of doxorubicin were observed only around blood vessels in the Ad treatment group, avascular and adjacent regions of the tumor did not contain detectable doxorubicin. Also, there were a small number of blood vessels without surrounding doxorubicin (B). A: Ad-US-MB, B: Ad.
Enhanced delivery of doxorubicin by ultrasound and microbubbles

and compromising therapeutic outcomes. Fluid stress consists of the forces exerted by the fluid components of the tumor, including the microvascular and interstitial fluid pressures, as well as the shear stress exerted by blood and lymphatic flow on the vessel wall and by the interstitial flow on cancer and stromal cells and the ECM [21,22]. Fluid stresses are determined in large part by the combined effect of the structure of tumor vessels and the compression of blood and lymphatic vessels. Blood vessel compression reduces the effective "flow" cross-section of the vessel and thus increases the resistance to blood flow, which can affect perfusion.

In this study, we designed and performed a series of comparative in vivo experimental observations, including assessments of blood perfusion, microvessel morphology, and tumor levels of the chemotherapeutic drug. CEUS perfusion imaging showed that tumor perfusion increased immediately after treatment in the Ad-US-MB and Ad treatment groups. However, tumor perfusion did not increase immediately as expected after treatment in the US-MB group. The interactions between US and MBs are not sufficient to improve the tumor microenvironment. Tumor perfusion and delivery of doxorubicin increased in the Ad-US-MB treatment group. Our results indicate that Ad-US-MB can improve the tumor microenvironment and microvasculature.

Doxorubicin is a traditional chemotherapeutic drug. Therapeutic strategies to improve perfusion include vascular normalization and vascular decompression by alleviating the solid stress inside tumors. Doxorubicin not only decreases the cell compression but also decreases the blood and lymphatic vessel compression. Moreover, doxorubicin alleviates the solid stress in tumors. Previous studies have shown that pharmacological agents modify the tumor microenvironment or improve tumor penetrability [23,24]. US-MB decreases the interstitial pressure in the tumor and degrades the ECM [25]. Degradation of the ECM not only alleviates the lymphatic vessel compression but also the vascular compression. Vascular decompression restores the shape of blood vessels and improves microvessel perfusion. Ad-US-MB treatment may improve the tumor microenvironment. Therefore, blood perfusion in tumors may be temporarily increased, thus increasing the therapeutic effect of the chemotherapeutic drug.

Chemotherapy in the presence of microbubbles and low-intensity ultrasound increases the in vivo delivery of the agent to a tumor and minimizes harmful systemic side effects in normal tissues. Previous studies indicate that low-intensity ultrasound combined with microbubbles can temporarily increase the permeability of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [26-30], thereby allowing the passage of chemotherapeutic agents into the neural tissue, which is of particular relevance in cancer therapy. The use of ultrasound to permeabilize the vascular endothelium and cellular membranes is referred to as sonoporation, which is known to profit substantially from the concomitant use of microbubbles [31-33]. The underlying bio-effect of insonation is cavitation [34]. The sound pressures from cavitating microbubbles cause transient increase in the permeability of the cell membranes, allowing exogenous molecules such as chemotherapeutic agents to enter the cell [35-39]. Further, the intracellular delivery of therapeutic compounds may be facilitated by endocytosis and pore formation involving the endothelial cells lining blood vessels [16]. Low-intensity ultrasound combined with microbubble treatment may injure the vascular endothelial cells and increase the gap between the endothelial cells; therefore, the permeability of the vessels and the extravasation of RBCs into the interstitial space of the tumor is increased. We did not observe necrosis in our study. In the US-MB-Ad group, we observed focal necrosis of tumor cells, congestion and expansion of the microvasculature, round- or oval-shaped vessels, abnormal vessel wall structure, and leakage of RBCs. Thus, our findings indicate that chemotherapy and low-intensity ultra-

Figure 7. Tumor growth curve. Tumor growth delay is expressed as treatment continued in the Ad-US-MB and Ad treatment groups compared with the other groups. As treatment continued, the tumor volume significantly reduced in the Ad-US-MB and Ad treatment groups. Nevertheless, tumor volume in the Ad-US-MB treatment groups was smaller than that in the Ad treatment group 24 days after treatment.
sound with microbubbles may improve the tumor microenvironment.

Mild injury to the blood vessel by cavitation may improve the permeability of the vessel and drug delivery. The biological effects include sonoporation, widening of the cell gap and changes in vessel architecture. Most of the vessel injuries recover after some time. US-MB treatment alters the cell morphology and creates a pore on the cell membrane, a process known as sonoporation. Under different parameters, the cell membrane may form different size pores from dozens of nanometers to hundreds of nanometers; the passage of particles of different sizes can be regulated by adjusting the parameters. Sonoporation uses ultrasound to generate transient non-selective pores on the cell membrane and increase drug and gene delivery. The pores of the cell membrane may rapidly seal in microseconds to a few seconds. Thus, the cell is alive after the sealing of the cell membrane pores [40,41]. Our results indicate that tumor perfusion and delivery of doxorubicin increased with an increase in the interaction of Ad, US and MB. This shows that low-intensity pulsed ultrasound combined with microbubbles can be used as a means of sensitizing clinical chemotherapy and can be used in combination with chemotherapy. The effect of the combination treatment can be improved by altering the ultrasound parameters, including acoustic pressure, frequency, pulse repetition frequency, duty cycle, and intermittent mode, when using different chemotherapeutic agents.

Conclusion

Our results showed that ultrasound combined with microbubbles and chemotherapy could be used to alter the tumor microenvironment for increasing drug accumulation in tumors.
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